I. INTRODUCTION
The image stitching is required to navigate the coordinates to separated neighbor images to composite for sure at the freehand image scanning and floating image with Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) Image Sensor (CIS). CIS is traditionally more susceptible to noise, consumes low power, one chip processor and low cost to be a good embedded system for an image and video processing system. The several separated scanning images out of the one image need a positioning of the coordinate to seam for complete composition. A panorama image is made of compositing with a number of image shots. Two images 1 I and 2 I capture different portions of the same scene with an overlapping region viewed in both images. [1] [2] [3] [4] The images should be stitched to generate a mosaic image I .
A simple pasting of a left region from 1 I and a right region from 2 I produces visible artificial contours in the seaming between the images due to differences of camera gain and scene illumination or geometrical misalignments. [5, 6] The purpose of a stitching algorithm is to produce a visually plausible mosaic with two desirable properties. That is required to apply various techniques like geometric transformation, multi-scale and blending. [7, 8] Thus this paper proposes the task of finding points in overlapped images that these are aligned to accurate. A new algorithm with correlation function and navigating path grid are proposed for reducing the vector error of displacements. The method performance is evaluated in comparing with the proposed approach and alternative methods.
II. PIXEL DISPLACEMENT DETECTIING ALGORITHM

A. Image Correlation
The center position of the captured image using a spatial sensor is overlapped as shown in Fig. 1 not to be transparent. For the solving problem it is important to find a matching area between a current and previous image. The system subsequently performs real-time correlation processing using a nonzero-mean difference detection function. The real time correlation is described by the expression (1) 
To get the relative image over the same geographic region of the test pattern, the elliptic correlation surface is given in the expression (1) . The first step is modeling about accurate correlation function. The correlation surface is made of the sum-of difference-squared as shown in Fig. 2 
. It is considering a simple elliptic paraboloid, an initial idealized three-dimensional model of the system correlation surface is described by the expression (2). . The original coordinates of the undisturbed correlation surface is produced in terms of the laboratory coordinates by inverting both the translation and the affine transformation in order as the equations (5) to (7),
The transformed model surface in the laboratory coordinate system is given in the functional expression { z y x , , }. By substituting equations (5)- (7) into (2) As a result, the value of transform vector, {x0, y0} can be obtained to five coefficient, without find the two coefficient value of q2,0 and q0,2 or inverse transform of matrix C. Fig. 3 Best least-squares fit surface Fig.3 shows the best numerical least-squares fit surface of (8) for the data of in Fig. 2 obtained by applying the model function.
B. Linear Least-squares
The correlation bowl is described by the correlation function (8) is shown in Fig. 4 schematically. 
The six independent parameters can be obtained from unknown parameters. For the specific case of the 3x3 navigator grid, the parameter is given 
C. Cell extension
Consider a navigation sensor based on an optical system with a resolution that is significantly smaller than the mean correlation length of the paper fibers under test. If the system has sufficient processor power, it is possible to sample the true correlation surface on a larger gird than 3x3 with the intent of reducing the sensitivity of the navigation algorithm for statistical fluctuations in the correlation processing thereby increasing navigation accuracy. It can be choose 
D. Cubic Correlation Function
The performance of accurate pixel movement find depends on difference of fit second-order surface and true correlation surface. A linear correlation function (given by (1) with k=1) is shown in Fig. 6 , a linear correlation function actually generates a surface which is more difficult to represent with a second-order approximation than that of the quadratic correlation function illustrated in Fig. 7 . Based on these results, we can introduce that a cubic correlation function would generate smaller errors than those produced by a quadratic function. The correlation surface compares with true correlation as show in Fig. 8 . Fig. 6 Difference between the best fit second-order surface and the true correlation surface computed using a linear correlation function k=1. Fig. 7 Difference between the best fit second-order surface and the true correlation surface computed using a quadratic correlation function k=2. Fig. 8 Difference between the best fit second-order surface and the true correlation surface computed using a cubic correlation function k=3.
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The test image pattern showed in figure 9 is used to simulate for sensor input. The analysis leading to equation (9)~ (14) show that in the case of the elliptic paraboloid, the coefficients which determine the second-order shape of the correlation surface(a 11 , a 20 , and a 02 ) are not dependent on the components of the translation vector {x 0 , y 0 }. Therefore, this method would consist of the following four steps. a. Compute a 11 , a 20 , and a 02 by applying equations (22) ~(24) to autocorrelation data obtained immediately after a reference frame has been acquired. b. After each subsequent paper-fiber image has been captured and loaded into the comparison frame, compute a 10 and a 01 by applying (20) and (21) 
Fig. 9 Test image pattern
The performance is evaluated by the navigating vector error which is comparing with the real position and experiment position in correlation navigators 3x3 and 5x5 respectively using linear least-square method and another correlation surface. The navigation errors result from the correlation numbers which is obtained by each data coordinate using a linear, quadratic, cubic correlation function. The linear correlation function shows a large vector error in edge of correlation surface. Quadratic correlation function is more reduced vector error than linear method, but the error vector point in the pixel boundary presents as shown in Fig. 12 . The cubic correlation function is reduced vector error than others. Fig. 10 and 11 show linear correlation method, Fig. 11 is vector error of center data block. The quadratic method shows in Fig. 12 and 13, Fig.  14 and 15 show the cubic method. The ideal vector error has 0.0 to navigate the coordinate on the one plane accurately. In the experimental results, the pixel error range is tolerated to max 0.39 and min 0.22. The same as above processed, Fig. 13 shows the navigation errors of correlation numbers. The pixel error range is tolerated to 011 to 0.24. The average comes out a shortage 23% to approach zero. Each error vector points to the real position known and the position computed by the algorithm. The closer to the origin point, the performance of the algorithm is quite good, whereas the navigation errors increase nonlinearly at distance from the origin point.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The algorithm is proposed to navigate the coordinate for stitching with separated CIS images sensing using correlation functions and to reduce navigation vector error in shifting the coordinate. The pixel correlation is detected in comparing to the reference image and a target image using the propose correlation function. The displacement of pixel in coordinate of two images can be obtained using the correlation surface function. For the accurate coordinate tracking, the cubic correlation function is introduced, and vector error is reduced. For the performance, the navigation path grid is expanded to grid number 25 with linear least-square method. The closer to the origin point is quite good, whereas the navigation errors increase nonlinearly at distance off the origin. The difference between the pixel position of the real image and the position vector in navigating makes sure the low error rate to be expanded the path navigating. In near future the vector error should be zero to navigate the vertical and horizontal coordinate, and enhance and restore a sensing image pattern.
